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SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Is ameinding the licensing,

Inspection, and annual fees charged to Isaplicants and licensees. The amendments are:

-necessary to implement the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (OBRA-90), as'

amended, which requires that the NRC recover approximately 94 percent ofits budget authority

In fiscal year (FY) 2003, less the amounts appropriated from the Nuclear Waste Fund (NWF).

The amount to be recovered for FY 2003 Is approximately $526.3 million.,

EFFECTIVE DATE: (insert date 60 days after publication).

~ADDRESSES: The comments received and the agency work papers that support these final

chainges to 10 CFR Parts 170 and 171 are available'electrnially at te NRC's Public Electronic
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Reading Room on the Intere at hbtollwww.nrc~govlreading-nmladams.html. Fo hs ie h

Public can gain entry into the NRC~s Agencywide Documents Access and Management System

(ADA~MS), which provides text and Image'files of NRC's publi douents.. For more

Information, 'Contact the NRC Public Docmn om (PDR) Reeece staff at 1 o800-97-4209,

-or 301-415-4737. or by email to pdr~ nrcaov. if You donot have access to ADAMS or if there,

are problems In accessing the documents located In ADAMS, contact the PDR.'.'

Comments received may also, be viewed via the NRC's Interactive rulemaking website

(httpl//ruleforum.11nl.gov).' This site provides the ability to up load comments as files (any format),

If your web browser supports that function.' For information about the Interactive rulemaking site,

contact Ms.rCarol Gallagher, 301-415-5905; e-mail CAG~hrc.gov.

For a period of 90 days, after the effective date ofthis final rulethe work papers may also

be examined atte NRC Public Document Room, Room 0-1 F22, One White' Flint North, 11 555

Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852-2738.

FRFRTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: "Ann Noris, telephone 3011-4115-7807; or. Tammy

'Croote,. telephone 301-415-6041; Office of -the Chief Financial Officer, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background

II. Response to Comments:

ill.~ Final Action
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IV. Voluntary Consensus Standards

V. Environmental Impact: Categorical Exclusion

VI., Paperwork Reduction, Act Statement

ViI. Regulatory Analysis

Vill. -Regulatory Flexibility Analysis.

IX ackf it Analysis

X. Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act

I. Background

For FYs 1991 through 2000 OBRA-90,; as amended, required that the NRC recover

approximately 100 percent of its budget authority, less the amount apporated from the U.S.,,

Department of Ene'rgy (DOE) administered NWF, by assessing fees. To address fairness and'
equity concerns raised by the NRC' rltdochgigNCiense holders for agenc

budgeted 'costs that do not provide a direct benefit to the licensee, the FY 2001 Energy and

Water Development Appropriations Ac amended OBRA-90 to decrease the NRC's fercvr

amount by 2 percent per year beginning In FY 2001, until the fee recovery amount Is 90 percent

In FY 2005. As a result, the -NRC Is required to recover approximately 94 percent of its.FY 2003

budget authority, less the amounts appropriatd from the NWF, througfesInteEryad

Water Development Appropriatio'n Act, 2003, contaIned In the Consolidated Appropriations

Resolution, 2003 (Pub. L. 108-7), Congress appropriated $584.6,million to the NRC for FY 2003.

This sum Includes $24.9 million appropriated from the NWF. The total amount NRC Is required

*to recover In fees for FY 2003 Is approximately $526.3 million.
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The NRC assesses two types of fees to meet the requirements of OBRA-90, as,
-amended.. First, license and Inspection fees, established in1 CFRPt17uneth auhrt

of the Independent Offce Appropriation Act of 1952 (IOAA).31USC971 coeth

NRCs cstsof providing special benefits to Identifilable applicants and ficensee6s.- Eaplso

the services provided by the NRC for which these fees are assssed are the review of

applications for new licenses, and for certain types of existing licenses, the review of renewal.;

applications, the review of amendment requests, and Inspections. Second, annual fees

established In 1 0 CFR Part .171 under the authority of OBRA-90, recover generic and other

regulatory costs not otherwise recovered through 10 CFR Part .170 fees.

II. Response to Comments

'The NRC published the IFY 2003 proposed fee rule nApi 3,20(68 FR 16374) to
solcitpubiccomentonIts poservions to 10 CFR Parts 170 ad 171. The NRC

received 26 comments dated oorbfethclsofecornrl ld(ay 5,03 nd

several additional comments th ereafter, for- a total om ea eeconsidered In this

fee rulemaking.; The comments have been grouped by Issues. and are addressed In a collective

response.

A., Legal Issues.

Information Provided by NRC In SuDD1ort of Proj~osed Rule.
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Cmet. Sevea comnesurged the'NRC to provide licensees and the public with a

more'detailed explanation of the activities and associated costs-that form the basis for NRC's

fees Some commenters stated that the NRC should provide specific accounting of the m.ajor

elements that comprise the annual fee, Including detailed Information on the outstanding major-

contracts, their purpose, and their costs. Other commenters- Indicated that this Information

should also be available for part 170 fees, claiming It Is difficult to understand exactly what Is

Included In the hourly rate. One of these commenters also stated that more detailed Informatio

on the total costs associated with each component, of reactor. regulation 'and all othergnei
-costs would allow stakeholders to provide more effective feedback on'the efficienc of NRC's.

regulatory activities and would popel e mslntoexrieIsatotyopome

Increased fiscal responsibility.

Several commenters raised concerns that the NRC -could not specifically Identify where

resources are ben appled, as the agenc Identified approximately 76 percent of the NRC's-

budget for recovery under prt 171 and only24 percent under the discrete fee provisins o a t

170. These cornmenters stated this meant that the NRC could only Identify'24 percent of Its

expenditures as directly supporting the licensees, and th Itnet NRC nor Industry
managemnt can detriewhtec ~ j~~resources are being applied t~~it

priorities In such a case. These commenters further~stated that the aggregation Of a Substatial

portion of 'non-discrete expenditures to be recovered through part -i71 fees makes It virtually:

ipossible for licensees to understand and comment on the appropriateness of these.

expenditures, and that the NRC should revise parts 170 and 171 to discretely allocate generic

'.program costs to Individual dockets In order to Improve the visibility of management, oversight

and associated accountability of these programs.
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Response. Consistent with the' requirements of OBRA-90, as amended, the purpose of this

rulemaking Is to establish fees necessary to recover 94 percent of the NRC's FY 2003 budget
* a . u , oo . f ,I -- ;

' authority, less the amounts appropriated from the NWF, from the various classes of licensees.-

The efficiencies of NRC's regulatory activities and the manner in which NRC carries out its fiscal

, : 'responsibilities are outside the scope of this rulemaking. The proposed rule described the types

of activities Included In the proposed fees and explained how the fees were calculated to recover

the budgeted costs for those activities. Therefore, the NRC believes that ample Information was
*~~ ~v co on - pr -s pat 17 -and00 -'

available on which to base constructive comments on the proposed revisions to parts 170 and

-171 and that its fee schedule development Is a transparent process.',

to the Information provided In the proposed rule, the supporting work papers

were available for public examination in the NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and

Management System (ADAMS) and, during the.30-day comment period, in the NRC Public

Document Room at One White'Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rocioille, MD.' The work

papers show the total budgeted full time'equivalent (FTE) and contract costs at the planned

accomplishment level for each agency acthty. The work papers also Include extensive

information detailing the allocation of the budgeted costs for each planned accomplishment

within each program of each strategic arena to the various classes of licenses, as well as

information on categories of costs included In the hourly rate.

-- ,e '~ - e NRC has ade avaiable in the Public Document Room NUREG-1100,

Volume 18, " MBudget Estimates and Performance Plan, Fiscal Year 2003' (February 2002), which

discusses the NRC's budget for FY 2003, including the activities to be performed In each

strategic arena. This document Is also available on the NRC public web site at

http:/twww.nrc.gov/reading-rm.htrnl. The extensive Information available to the public meets all
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legal equirments and the NRC believes It has provided the public with sufficriet Information o

which to base their comments on the propsed fee rule. Additionallytecnat listed In the.

proposed fee rule were available during 'the public comment period to answer any questions that

comenters, had on the development of the proposed fees.,

With regard to the comments that expressed concern that too much of the NRC's budget

was dsignated for recovery under part 1 71, the NeRC notes that It does recover as much of Its

budet s pssible under part 170, consistent with existing Federal law and policy. h R

assesses part 170 fees under the IOAA, and consistent with 0MB Circular A-25, to recover the

costs Incurred from each identifiable recipient for special benefits derived from Federal activities

-beynd those received by the general public. 'Genei cothtdo not provide special benefits

-to identifiable recipients can not be recovered under part 170. The NRC- f clea y rtiI

its workpapers the components of these generic costs and how those costs are recovered

through annual fees. A C

B. Sncfc at107sus 61

1.Incrase In Hourly Rates

Comment. Several commenters, raised concerns with the proposed Incres o$5 o h

houly atefor-the materials program. One commenter stated ta hr em ob orao

that the hourly rate for the materials program Is higher than the hourly rate for: ratrs. This'

cmenter also thought that the rates are out of line with rates paid iby Industry for safetym

professionals and managers.
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Response. The N hourly rates are based on budgeted costs and must be established

at the revised levels o meet the fee recovery requirements. The hourly rates include not only

average salaries and benefits for professional employees, but also a prorated share of overhead

costs, such as supervisory, secretarial , and information technology support, as well as general

and administrative costs, such as rent, utilities, supplies, and payroll and human resources

staffs. These hourly rates are not developed in relation to one another but are based on

budgeted costs for the reactors program and the materials program. Since the budgeted costs

are different for each program, different rates result. These rates do not necessarily track with

private sector rates A a r- sk A 6, W4kzA4Z A 54 I

A major reason for the four percent increase in the hourly rate for the materials program is

the salary and benefits increase resulting primarily from the Government-wide pay raise. While

salary and benefits also increase similarly for the reactor program, the increase is offset by a

reduction in the average overhead cost per direct FTE for the reactor program. The hourly

rates, coupled with the direct contract costs, recover through part 170 fees the full cost to the

NRC of providing special services to specifically identifiable beneficiaries as provided by the

IOAA. The revised hourly rates plus direct contract costs recover through part 171 annual fees

the required amount of NRC's budgeted costs for activities not recovered through part 170 fees,

as mandated by OBRA-90, as amended. The NRC is establishing in this final rule the revised

hourly rates necessary to accomplish the fee recovery requirements. For part 170 activities, the

rates will be assessed for professional staff time expended on or after the effective date of this

final rule.

2. Project Manaaer Billing Issues
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Comment. Several commenters expressed concern with the increase in charges for Project

Manager (PM) time to uranium recovery licensees and other materials licensees. Some of these

commenters would like clarification of the status of the NRC's Office of Nuclear Materials Safety

and Safeguards (NMSS) policy change that was implemented in July 2001, which states that a

PM's costs are not billed to the licensee as part 170 fees if that PM spends 75 percent or less of

his/her time in any two-week period on duties to support that licensee. Other commenters

suggested that after an initial drop in part 170 charges for PM duties to uranium recovery

licensees, these charges had increased recently even though duties related to the sites had not

changed, and stated that PM time should not be charged to part 170 fees, whenever possible.

Some commenters thought the Commission should reduce the impact of the hourly rate increase

on uranium recovery licensees by doing everything possible to reduce the amount of time spent

by staff working on licensing issues related to uranium recovery licenses. They suggested that

this could be accomplished through the streamlining of the regulatory process, including

delegating regulation of in-situ leach wellfields to the States through Memoranda of

Understanding and more reliance on Safety and Environmental Review Panels and performance

based-licensing.

Response. NMSS modified its policy for project management fee billing effective July 29,

2001. The modified policy states that an NRC employee must spend. more than 75 percent of

his/her time in any two-week period performing duties to support a facility's license or certificate

review to be considered a PM for full-cost fee billing purpose Il-cost fee billing causes a

prorated portion of a PM's indirect time to be charged to the nsee. The modified NMSS

policy reduced the number of PMs whose indirect time is billed to the license e NRC has
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not changed that policy.. nor how It Is being mpentdThFY20prosd fee rule' did

not propose to change the NMSS PM fee billing policy, so thr a one o h roposed

nie to address Its Implementation status. Iliesees have'specific questions about particular

ivoices,; they may rqetadtoldtisfomthe NRC and th ~ ~ eaditional'

information'. This has always been an option aviable to licensees and appiatswofeel the

niee more Information on the costs billed.17

The NSRC only charges fees to: uranium recovery (or any other) licensees based on Its costs.

Regarding 'the comments suggetn htstaff time devoted to reg~ulating uranium recovery
fcltes soul be reduced,l the NRC notes that the manr In which NCcarries out its

regulatory responsibilities Is not addressed In this final rule,,since this Issue Is outside the scope'

of this rulemaking. Nonetheless~, the Commission strives to ensure that all of its efforts are

needed to carry out Its health, safety, common defense and security responsibilities and.

frequently modifies Its regulatory regime to reduce unnecessary burden on the re ulC
for Itf It~.

3.~ Fee Waivers for Special Prolects

Comment. One commenter raised a ~number of concerns with RCsfewaivr policy. This

commnenter stated that this policy Is flawed,. unwrkable, and counterproductive toregulatory

efficiency and effectiveness.: In particular, this commenter stated that NRC's fee waiver policy is

not consistent with the definitions of part 170 and part 1711 fees as described In the FY 2003'

propsed ee rle. The commenter stated that the Office of the Chief Financil Officr(CO

had been charging part 170 fees for documents that did not fall under the description in the FY.

2003 proposed fee rule of documents for which part 1 70 fees should be assessed. This
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commenter challenged as flawed various reasons that OCFO ha previously given to deny fee'

waivers In the past. The commentery advocated cooperative efforts between'NRC and industry,.

and expresed concern that OCFO positions blocked this cooperation. The commenter

suggested changing NRC's fee waiver policy to eliminate disincentives for Industry to be'

proactive-in addressing generic regulatory ues.

Response. Th R id not props to rvse its existing feec wavr policy In this

ruemakig The NRC clarified its fee waiver policy 1n the FY 2002 final fee rule (67 FR 42612;~-

June 2420) n eponded extensively to comments very simir to te one summnarized'~:

above In the Response to Comments section of that final ru ~ heCmmission's position KAW ,

i414'Ii~9 hai not chaged In' brief, the NChscnistently aplied Its policy of waiving the part 170

fees for a special project submitted to the NRC for the purpose of supporting NRC'sg gneri

reguatoy iprovements, and assessing part: 1 70 fees for the review ofaspclprjtthti

submitted for other purposes, including those that support industry generic Improveme nts. The

NRC finds no justification for granting a part 170 fe'e waiver,7-as the comment suggests.:

wheeve a uclar ndustr organization submits a proposal for generi regulatory;

Improvement. Fee waivers 'will be granted only If the NRC detqrmlines the submission will be

used for NRC's generic regulatory Improvements, andiihe initiative was submitted specifically for.

that purposey~Fee waiver artu nly appropriate where the NRC's review of the industry

Initiative Is part of the process of deve-loping the NRC's generic regulatory program, and

4h~ehe rviewact~ies re smila to therNRCgeneric regulatory activities whose costs

are recovered through part,171 annual fees.,

The NRC does not believe its fee waiver plcdicourages cooperative efforts between the

agency and Industry, and that its assessment of pr17fesor a special project Is fully



; s .. :S:

consistent with the NRC's policies on industry Initiatives. __ h - - - ,t"

-46nmmm~pahq, Under the existing fee waiver criteria, NRC will walve the review fees for a

special project submitted for turpose of supportreg ory Improvements as long

as the NRC staff agreesiat the time of submission that it will be used by the NRC In developing

or Improving its regulatory framework. The NRC encourages any special project applicant who

believes that its proposal will help improve NRC's regulatory process to discuss Its proposal with-

the cognizant NRC program office staff prior to requesting a fee waiver from the Chief Financial

'Officer.

-C. S edfic Part 171 Issues.

1. Annual Fees vs. Hourly Fees

Comment. One commenter stated that it prefers annual fees to hourly fees, since it Is easier

to plan and allocate resources related to annual fees, while hourly fees are more unpredictable

and more difficult to Incorporate into a licensee's financial plan.:

Response. Whiie the NRC appreciates the concerns raised by this'commenter, the agency

notes that Its collection of part 170 fees Is consistent with Federal law. The NRC assesses part

170 fees under the^ IOM, which allows' Federai agencies to assess fees to recover costs

incurred in providing special benefits to Identifiable recipients. In addition, the Conference

Report accompanying OBRA-90 specifically states that the Conference' Committee s... expects

the NRC to continue to assess fees under the [IOAAJ to the end that each licensee or applicant.

pays the full cost to the NRC of all Identifiable regulatory services such licensee or applicant.:

receives3 (136 Cong. Rec. H12692-3, .daily ed. October,26 1990). The NRC has received
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additional direction on this Issue In the Office of Management and Budget:(0MB) Circular A~-25,,'
In whic 0M tts It Is Federal policy that a user charge will be asssed aintech

Identifiable recipient for special benefits derived from Federal activities beyond those received by
/A

the general public. The NRC abides by this direction tycharging part 1,70 fees to recover the

costs of providing special benefits to identifiable recipientsi.-Further, the NRC ntstaa

required by rBA9,tepr 7 nulfe rcvyamunts are offset by the estimated part

170 fee collections.

2. Annual Fees for Materials Users.jIcluding Smaill Entities

Comment.:Two nuclear den-sity guesrscommented that their fees are too high, 'and

create a significant financial burden on small business owners. One of these users Indicated

only asmallfraction of the company's revenues was generated from NRC licensedaictivities, but

that these activities are esetilt sport projects It designs ndmitrs. With respect. to

the NRC's upper fee level for small entities,: this' commenter stated that the broad revenue range

encompassin $350,000 to $5,000,000 in gross annual receipts tends to favor larger firms While:

burdening smaller businesses., Thus, they urge the NRC to consider adding more tiers for small

businesses to rduce th icese febrnonsmaller entities. The other commenter stated

that license fees make It difficult for small projects to recover expenses, and requested smaller

fees.

Response. The NRC stated in the FY 2001 fee rule (66 FR1 32452; June 14,12001), that It:

wouldre-exmine the smlniyfe -every tw ers, In the same years in which It conduct

the biennial review of fees as required by the, Chief Financial Offie (F)Ato190(Pub. 1.

101 -578, November 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2838).. Accordi ngly, as discussed in'the FY 2003
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proposed fee rule, this year the NRC re-examined the small entity fees, and determined that no

change to the small entity fee is warranted for FY 2003. The NRC last revised its small entity

fees in FY 2000 (65 FR 36936; June 12, 2000), when it increased the small entity annual fee

and the lower tier small entity fee by 25 percent. For FY 2003, the NRC has determined that the

current small entity fees of $500 and $2,300 continue to meet the objective of providing relief to

many small entities while recovering from them some of the NRC costs associated with

regulatory activities that benefit them.

The NRC has addressed comments regarding the impact of fees on industry in previous fee

rulemakings. The NRC has stated since FY 1991, when the 100 percent fee recovery

requirement was first implemented, that it recognizes the assessment of fees to recover the

agency's costs may result in a substantial financial hardship for some licensees. However,

consistent with the OBRA-90 requirement that annual fees must have, to the maximum extent

practicable, a reasonable relationship to the cost of providing regulatory services, the NRC's

annual fees for each class of license reflect the NRC's budgeted cost of its regulatory services to

the class. The NRC determines the budgeted costs to be allocated to each class of licensee

through a comprehensive review of every planned accomplishment in each of the agency's

major program areas. Furthermore, a reduction in the fees assessed to one class of licensees

would require a corresponding increase in the fees assessed to other classes. Accordingly, the

NRC has not based its annual fees on licensees' economic status, market conditions, or the

inability of licensees to pass through the costs to its customers. Instead, the NRC has only

considered the impacts it is requid to address by law.

Based on the provisions of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA), the NRC provides reduced

annual fees for licensees who qualify as small entities under the NRC's size standards. The
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materials users class has the most licensees who qualify for these reduced fees of any class

As such, the materials users class receives the largest amount of annual fee reductions of any ,;7 /4

class. The FY 2003 total estimated fee amount that will not be collected from licensees who pay

reduced annual fees based on their small entity status is approximately $4.5 million, which must

be collected from other NRC licensees in the form of a surcharge. Further reductions in fees for

materials users would create an additional fee burden on other licensees, thus raising fairness

and equity concerns.

As stated in 10 CFR Part 2.810, the NRC uses the Small Business Administration's (SBA)

definition of receipts. Based on the SBA definition, revenue from all sources, not solely receipts

from NRC licensed activities, is considered in determining whether a licensee qualifies as a

small entity under the NRC's revenue-based size standards.

The NRC believes that the two tiers of reduced annual fees currently in place provide

substantial fee relief for small entities, including those with relatively low annual gross revenues.

As noted previously, reductions in fees for small entities must be paid by other NRC licensees in

order to comply with the OBRA-90 requirement to recover most of the agency's budget authority

through fees. While establishing additional tiers would provide further fee relief to some small

entities, it would result in an increase of the small entity subsidy paid by other licensees. The

NRC must maintain a reasonable balance between the provisions of OBRA-90 and the RFA

requirement that an agency must examine ways to minimize significant impacts that its rules

may have on a substantial number of small entities. Therefore, the NRC i3 not prvidin6 an''

modifZtiea-W its small entity fee structure, nor any further reduction in annual fees beyond that
e45HAA cid >witl(

already privkefor small entities. The NRC plans to re-examine the small entity fees again in

FY 2005.
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3. Annual Fees for Uranium Recovery Ucensees

Comment. The NRC 'received several comments regarding annual fees for uranium

:recovery licensees. These commnt upotdherucIon in anual fees for these facilitie

that resulted from the decision toirebase'line FY 2003 annual fees. One commenter also

supported the continued Implementation of last year's determination that the DOE must be

assessed one-half of all NRC budgeted cost attributed to generi/te acdes for the

~uraniumr recovery program. However, despite the proposed reductions, these commenters

stated that there continues to be the lcofareasonable relationship between the cost to

Uranium recovery licensees of NRC's regulatory program and the benefit derived from such

L -services. :These commenters believe there Is excssve regulatory oversih byte NRC of the,

Uranium recovery industry, especially In light of the NRC's performance-based licensing

approach, which they contend n rdcdshould result In eue regulatory effort..The commenters~,

-assert that the NRC should consider a more balanced approach to uranium recovery, regulation,

resulting In less regulatory oversight an lower costs'.

Additionally, the commenters stated that the NRC has failed to adequately address the issue

of decreasing numbers' of ura'nium recovery licensees. Specifically, as mor states become

Agreement States and/or additional sites are decommissioned, the number of NRC regulated

sites continues to decline, leaving fewer licensees to pay a larger share of the NRC's regulatory

costs. These commenters urged NRC to continue Rts efforts to seek cost efficiencies through Its

annual reviews conducted as part of the budget process. One commenter stated that -uranium.

recovery, licensees continue to be subjec to unnecessary costs due to overlapping Federal or
Stat agecy jrisdctios. Te commenter stated that In non-Agreement States, the NRC

should accept the groundwater quality assessments conducted by the state or the

-16,



Environmental Protection Agency rather than performing duplicative environmental

assessments. Several commenters suggested that the agency proceed expeditiously with

extension of the reactor oversight process for these and other facilities as a risk-informed,

performance-based oversight process that recognizes the inherent safety of these operations

should further reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens.

Response. The NRC has responded to similar concerns raised by commenters in several

previous fee rulemakings. First, in response to the specific suggestions about how the NRC

should regulate these licensees or operate more efficiently, the NRC again notes that the

purpose of this rule is to recover the required percentage of its FY 2003 budget authority, and

that the manner in which the NRC carries out its regulatory activities is outside the scope of this

rulemaking.

The NRC must assess annual fees to NRC licensees to recover the budgeted costs not

recovered through part 170 fees and other receipts. The NRC recognizes that this presents

fairness and equity issues as costs must be recovered from licensees for activities that do not

directly benefit them. To address these fairness and equity concerns, as previously noted, the

FY 2001 Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act amended OBRA-90 to decrease

the NRC's fee recovery amount by two percent per year beginning in FY 2001, until the fee

recovery amount is 90 percent in FY 2005.

The Commission is greatly concerned about the issue of decreasing numbers of licensees

and its implications. Although a decreasing licensee base is only one of several factors affecting

annual fees, it presents a clear dilemma for both the uranium recovery group in its efforts to

maintain a viable industry, and the NRC, which must by statute reeetp its budgeted costs from
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the licensees It regulates. Potential remedies to this problem involve establishing arbitrary fee

caps or thresholds for certain classes of licensees. Other potential solutions Involve combining'

fee categories. As noted previously, given the requirements of OBRA-90, as amended, to

collect most of NRC's budget authority through fees, failure to fully recover costs from certain
: E . * . . - . -X - . . . . -... ...th.. cla. cese bea .n..

classes of licensees due to caps or thresholds would result In othereclasses Of licensees bearing

these costs. Combining fee categories would also have the potential to Increase the annual fees

for certain licensees in the new combined category to cover part of the cost for the licensees

-'- 'whose fees were reduced by this action. Altettives Involving c ps or thresholds, and

combining fee categories, raIselfal/ness and equity( ncerns. At-this time, the Commission is,

not prepared to adopt any of these approaches. Howeverr'the NRCsrecognizes the concerns

-expressed and will continue Its efforts to seek t efficiencies and reduce regulatory burdens,
\ g .~~~~~~~~~- 0-; -.h .

without compromising its commitment to public he Ith and safety. j -'Ž- -l
publi . an.d, .L

4.- Annual Fees for Power Reactor Licensees -

Comment. One commenter stated that the're' s I i en basis to support the required -

costs to the power reactor licensees for activities not directly attributable'or beneficial to their

operation. Another commenter expressed concern about the 15 percent Increase in the

0operating power reactor annual fee, despite the'two percent drop in -the agenys ' overall

recovery rate as mandated by the FY 2001 Energy and Water Appropriations Act. Both

commenters raised fairness and equity concerns regarding utilities paying for agency activities '

that do not provide a direct benefit to them.

Response. The part 171 power reactor annual fees are established to recover the costs for

generic activities related to power reactors such as rulemakings-and guidance development, as
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.4well as costs for other activities for the class not recovered through pat170fees(e.g.,

allegations, most contested hearings, special projects for which fee waivers are granted, orders"

'Issued under 10 CFR 2.202 or responses to such orders). The annual fees for each class also

include a share of the total surcharge costs. The surcharge Is established to recover the costs

for NRC activities'that are not attributable to an existing NRC licensee or class of licensees,-

such as activities that are exempt from part 170 fees by law or Commission policy. The

-surcharge Is required In order for NRC to meet Its statutory fee recovery requirement

address fairness and equity concems related to charging NRC license holders for these

expenses that do not directly benefit them, the FY 2001 Energy and Water Development'

Appropriations Act amended OBRA-90 to decrease the NRC's fee recovery amount by two

- < percent per year beginning in FY 2001, until the fee recovery amount is 90 percent In FY 2005.

' et ' :-iq^The agency workpapers supporting both the proposed and final fee rules show the budgeted

costs for each activity at the NRCs planned accomplishment level, and the classes of licenses to

A f 'd t { S-which these costs are allocated.' Furthermore, the workpapers show byclass the total costs'

allocated, and the estimated part 170 collections.' The annual fees are established to recover -

,|4;fW{j9v theerence between the C's total recoverable budgeted costs (less the Nuclear Waste

,7 Fynd) and the estimate part 170 collections, In accordance with OBRA-90, as amended.,

Comment. 'Several commenters expressed concems with the annual fees for fuel facilities

licensees. One commenter stated that these fees are unreasonably high and not In accord with
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NRC's Strategic Plan: Fiscal Year 2000 - Fiscal'Year 2005. Other commenters did not

-understand why there was a significant discrepancy between the Increase in annual fees for fuel

fabricators (43'percent) In comparison to power reactors (15 percent), when much of the annual

=fee increase was attributed to the costs of security-related activities and these activities are

- isimilar for both types of facilities. These commenters requested that NRC review this

- discrepancy and consider revisions to more equitably allocate these costs. Another comimenter

expressed concerns about the annual fees for gaseous diffusion plants (GDPs), stating that it

did-not believe that the annual fee for a GDP should be equal to or more than the'annual fee for'

a -power reactor. This commenter suggested that NRC reevaluate its methodology to establish ',

the FY 2003 fees with the objective of achieving a fee structure that is fair and equitable when

viewed In its entirety. Another commenter stated that low enriched'uranium fuel facilities

constitute a very small part of the nuclear fuel cycle and pose only minimal risk, and that their

facility operated in a very compe tve international market and so the magnitude of the fee

- Increase represents a senious economic'burden. The commenter asked that the proposed fees

for fuel facilities be reviewed and that the amount of the increase be reduced to a more

reasonable level (on the order of 10 percent) to be consistent with other facilities and the general

increasing costs of NRC operatons.
R. - --- -- -- E -- .. Th r ea class -o -f licenses .' -i r.- --

Response. Te part 171 annual fees for eac class of licenses are established to recover

"the costs for generic activities related to that class of licenses, including rulemakings and

guidance development, as well as costs for other activities for the class not recovered through

part 170 fees. The NRC believes this methodology is consistent with all applicable laws,-

regulations, and policies. Because the costs for one class of licenses may Increase or decrease
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at different rates than the costs for, other ses flcnefe o differn classswl

-increase or decrease at different rates. Asdscusdaoeh NRC has considered cappIn

fee increases for classes oflcnebuthas, not chosen to do so, Itotfalms n q~~

7reasons.,

The NRC appreciates the concerns rased 'about fee predictability and stability.' In order Ito

recover Its budgete~d annual costs in'compliance, with the OBRA-90, as amended, the NRC'

annually promulgates a rule establishing liceinsee fees. In light of concerns about annual

fluctuations In these fees, the NRC announced In FYl 1995 that annual fees would be adjusted

ovnly by the percentage change (plus or minus In NRC' toa ugtatoiydusted for

changes In estimated collections for 10 CFR'Part 170 fees, the number of licensees paying

annual fees, and as otherwise needed to assure the billed amounts resulted in the required
collctins.The NRC Indicated that If there were a substantial change'I h oalNCbde

authodt :or the magnitude 'of the budget aflocated to a ~specific class of licenses, the annual fee:

base would be recalculated by rebaselining. The maximum Interval between rebaselined fee

schedules by Commission policy is now three years. Based on the change in the magnitude of,

the budget tbeecovered trough feesth Comssion determined that It was appropriate to6

rebaseline Its part.171 annual fees In FY 2003. Rebaselining fees resulted in increased annual

fees compared to FY2002 forfourdcasses of licenses (powerreactorsspent fuel'L

storage/reactor decommissioning, fuel facilities, and rare earth facilities), ad decreased annual

'fees for two classes (non-power reactors and uraniu m recoey.Frtesmall materials users

and transportation classes, some categories of licensee's wAIl have Increased annual fees and

others will have decreased annual fees.'
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Regarding the comment that fees to fuel fadlities represent an economic burden, since: ; ?

0 . FY 1991 the Commission has consistently taken the position that It will not consider economic

'factors hen establishing fees, except'for reduced fees provided for small entities based on the

policies reflected In the Regulatory Flexibility Act. Granting fee relief to the fuel facility licensees

- on the basis of economic considerations could set an untenable precedent for the NRC with the____________

potential to unravel the stability and viability of the entire fee system. Not only would other. ,

classes of licenses be required to subsidize fuel facilities through Increased fees, but other

categores of licensees may also request similar treatment based on analogous economic . '. , A I.

considerations. Thus, it would be difficult to develop a rationale for waMng the fees for one

class of licenses while.denying similar requests from other NRC licensees which ma Iso be Qk- 7 .,

experiencing economic downturns.

The annual fees for the fuel facility class reflect Increased budgetedcosts for activities that

are not subject to cost recovery under part 170, primarily homeland security activities related to

fuel facilities. Such activities Include the issuance and follow-up of orders directing the fuel.

';0- ~.1- .0 .facility licensees to take interim compensatory measures to increase security, and a series of.X'-,: '..;.

risk-Informed vulnerability assessments' the NRC Is conducting on fuel facilities.

6. Annual Fees for Spent Fuel Storage/Reactor Decommiss:oning

comment. One commenter stated that the proposed 29.3 percent Increae In annual fees

for spent fuel storage/reactor decommissionin equitable and places an undue

burden on this particular class of licensees, which do not generate revenue through the sale of
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-electnicity and do not have a guarantee Of recovering additional costs by petitioning local public

-utility commissions. The commenter further stated'that rapidly rising annual fe incraesfr

spent fuel storage/reactor decommissIonIng licensees place undu bugtcntants ta ol

affec th e cs available for performiing plneomisoigaciiis

espone. Te NRChas espoded o similar comments In previous ruleans.Aul

~, ~*/yoee for the classes of licenses are based on thes budgeted costs for the classes, as well a's a

/ ~~ surcharge to recover the costs for NRC activities that are not attributable to an existing NRC:

licensee ~or class of licensee, including activties that are exemp from part 170 fees by law- or:

Cmmission poiy Since budgeted costs for one class of licenses may rise or fall at different

Vat than for other classes of licenses, so will annual fees.' The Increase In annual fee for the"
spen ful sorae/ractr dcomissoning class olieses reflects an Increase In budgeted

WYcosts allocated to this class since FY 2002. Recovering the costs associated with spent fuel

storage and reactor decommissioning from operating power reactors, power reactors In

decommissioning or possession only status if they have fuel on site, and Independent spent fue

storage part 72 licensees who'do not hold a part 50 license, Is consistent with the Intent of:

OBRA-90 to assess annual fees to lice nsees- or classes of licenses, commensurate' with the
-expenditr ofteNCsrsourcs. Th omssionbelieves It would be Inequitable to grant

fee relief to one class of licenses (except tadrssmall entity Issues Inaccordance with the
Reguatoy Fexibility Act) on the basis of eomicnsiderations, since this class woudte

need to be subsidized by other classes of licenses.

D. Other Issues.
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1. Security Costs

Comment. The majority of comments did not support the NRC collecting security-related

costs from licensees. These commenters noted that the FY 2003 NRC budget includes $29.3

million for homeland security activities, and stated that these activities should be funded through

the General Treasury as part of the nation's protection of critical infrastructure. Some of these

commenters also stated that significant securiW costs are being incurred for nuclear vulnerability

assessments without due consideration of the evaluated threats or rigor of the methodology for

conducting these assessments, which is not the best way to allocate the nation's resources in

defending against terrorist attacks. Other commenters noted their belief that there is overlap

and duplication of functions in Nuclear Security and Incident Response with those of other

Federal agencies, particularly the Department of Homeland Security. One comment suggested

that the increased fees for FY 2003 did not appear to reflect a consideration for the substantial

work and engineered solutions that have already been implemented in the area of security.

Response. The NRC appreciates the concerns raised by commenters with regard to

homeland security costs being funded through licensee fees. The NRC notes that the

President's FY 2003 budget requested that NRC's funding for homeland security activities be

excluded from the fee base, as was the case in FY 2002. However, the Energy and Water

Development Appropriations Act, 2003, contained in the Consolidated Appropriations

Resolution, 2003 (Pub. L. 108-7), included NRC's budget for homeland security activities on the

fee base. Therefore, the FY 2003 fees must include the $29.3 million budgeted for NRC's

homeland security activities. The Commission agrees that licensees should be treated in the
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same fashion as other owner/operators of critical infrastructure that do not generally pay user

fees for Federal agency homeland security costs. Although the requested fee relief is not

available for FY 2003, the NRC will continue to request that Congress provide funding from the

General Funds of the Treasury for the agency's security activities. The NRC notes that S. 1043,

the "Nuclear Infrastructure Security Act of 29 recently approved by the Senate Committee on

Environment and Public Works, wev provedthlt amounts appropriated to the NRC for

homeland security activities would be exclu from the fee base except for costs associated

with fingerprinting, background checks and security inspections.

In response to the comments that expressed concern regarding how the NRC is expending

hp omeland security funds, as stated previously, the NRC's budget and manner in which the ry6

carries out its activities are not within the scope of this rulemaking. Nonetheless, the NRC is

YAK Itaddressing the issues raised regarding the costs of vulnerability assessments and NRC's

relationship with the Department of Homeland Security.

The NRC recognizes tt the cost of preparing vulnerability assessment is%4xpensiveut it

is imperative-thetn this evolving threat environmenttthe i: has an obligation to reassess the

adequacy of existing safeguards and security programs/and to develop additional safeguards /

and security requirements, as warranted. The NRC is closely coordinating its efforts with the

Department of Homeland Security and other Federal agencies to best ensure our efforts are

consistent with Federal law and policy. While the NRC recognizes that the Federal Government

is conducting a number of vulnerability assessments, some of which address critical

infrastructure, the facilities regulated by the #present a distinct set of security concerns that

must be the subject of focused reviews. tW&-the NRC revgnlzes-thst there may be limited

eflif*efforts among the agencies with homeland security responsibilities, in part because of
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the ned t tak rapd acion4NRC Is striving to carry out its securityrepnbliesn i&I

-manner that does that does needeslFeplicate the efforts of ote~~dditional comments on

the NRC's budget are summiarized below.) fC.C

:2.' NRC Budgae

Comment. Many commenters offered suggestionsifor reducing NRC's budget and for more

effiien/difernt se f NC'sresources., Many of these comments addrse xpenditures on
homelnd scurity, while others suggse or eealy that NRC reduce expenditures,

streamline processes, or otherwise perform actiities more efficiently. ometr suggested

that changes in NRC's regulatory approach, such as the reactor oversightt process and risk-__

Informed changes to Inspection, assessment, and enforcement processes, should result In

reduced fees. One commenter suggested that Increased cooperation between the NRC and

industry could Increase efficiency and conservation of limited resources.;

Response. The NRC's budgets and the manner in which the NRC carries out Its actiAiies

are not wihi je scope of this rulemaking. Therefore, this inal ruiledoe o drsh

commenters' suggestions concerning the NRC's budget and the use of _NRC reources. The

NRC's budget Is submitted to the Office of Management and Budget and to Congress for review',

adaproval.' The Conges lyrsligfrom this prcs elcts the

resources deemed necess74 o Cto carry out Its statutory obligations. In compliance with

OBRA-90, the fees are est bshd to recover the required percentage of the approved budget.

f~~eW~~ Howvr, It should be noted' that the NFIC's budget reflects Its efforts to be effective and

efficient.- Over recent year the NRC ha elimnated programs, Improved processes, reduce
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overhead requirements, and'implemented efficiencies and cost savings.; Thtie Commission-

continues to search vigorously for additional -opportunities to streamline its operations and to

achieveefficiencies.

3. Cost Recovery foreAgreement State Activities

:t - I.1 , . ,

Comment. One commenter stated that It supported the approach to allocate Agreement:

State Program actMties to user fees, rather than the General Fund. Another commenter-

suggested the opposite approach, and stated that the costs for activities like Agreement State

- . ' . -ri aViu CmsIlo atIVIU I u Liow auIvawLu uv UZOV. uui atiF&I M a1 u lug llPIS Ult7 %2WllJWtfu ru[iu.

Response. The FY 2003 proposed fee rule did not proseto change how the NRC

recovers costs for Agreement State Program actiiities, nor does this finalfnake any changes

with regard to recovery of these costs. -The Commission has the authority to, but as a matter of

;ir does not, assess part 170 fees for specific services rendered to an Agreement State.
policy does not, coA4T-~K ~ ne.ry-a iation cnrlp4gani

Agreement States defete significant monetary'and staff resources toadiation control programs-

and this effort assists the NRC and other Federal agencies In protecting public health and -

safety., The NRC costs for these Agreement State acfivities are funded through a surcharge,

which'i allocated to theicense classes on a prorated basis.

110, ': I I

-In 'response to the comment-at Agreement State Program activities should be funded from

the Treasury's General Fund, the NRC notes that this is'outside the scope of this rulemakin -

.4 A-''., .,c,1roc,;JC - -;ci4"

4. Fee Increase Communication andiming t-4'
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:Comment. several -commenters suggetd tha the NRC. cmmunicate the potential

magnitude of fee Increase earlier In the process. The commenters sae htti

communication would allow licensees to forecast' and mitigate financial Impacts., These:"-

~commentr expressed disappointment that the NRCgeitlcnssnowrngha

signifficant -increases were being contemplated. Svrlcm-enters expressed concer that:

NRC fee increases are seen by licensees almost a year after their budgets have beeIntal

set, and suggested that NRC shif Its process by one-year (e.g. te,2003 fee ollectio would be

the 2004 fe-rjcin.One commenter specifically requested that NRC rview adfrcs

ongoig cots and fees over the next five years so that licensees can make accurate busins

forecasts. One cornmenter stated that NRC's method of collecting retroactive fees during the

last government quarter for the previous three quarters will create a significant and untipae

neativ financal Impact.:

~Response. The NRC apeits'the concernsraisedby these cornmenters.Hoeraa

matter of law (OBRA-90, as amended) and policy the. NRCmust collect the statutorily mandated

level of fees by the end-of the fiscal year-September 30,2003.~ The NRC dces make every

effort to issue Its proposed and final fee rules In a timely mainner to give licensees as much time

as possible to plan for fee Increases. Hwvr, the agency mus ensr htiul complI

with all applicable legislation, regulations,' and policies, as well as perform the requirec~

calculations, Ina relatively short time each f year to produce Its fee rules. Thi's year Congress did

not enact'NRC appropriations for FY 2003 until F: rua 0,.2003. Beas h R osnt

koInadvance what Its future budgeOSebudgets must be submitted t h

Offic of anagement and Budget for Its oethe President sbmits the budget to,

Congress for enactment),: th gnybleves; It is not practical ostfe ae nftr

esti'mated budgets, nor would such an approach be conisisteontWith its statutory mandate. -The,
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